Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have shown promising performance in super-resolution (SR). However, these methods operate primarily on Low Resolution (LR) inputs for memory efficiency but this limits, as we demonstrate, their ability to (i) model high frequency information; and (ii) smoothly translate from LR to High Resolution (HR) space. To this end, we propose a novel Incremental Residual Learning (IRL) framework to address these mentioned issues. In IRL, first we select a typical SR pre-trained network as a master branch. Next we sequentially train and add residual branches to the main branch, where each residual branch is learned to model accumulated residuals of all previous branches. We plug state of the art methods in IRL framework and demonstrate consistent performance improvement on public benchmark datasets to set a new state of the art for SR at only ≈ 20% increase in training time. 1
INTRODUCTION
Single Image Super-Resolution (SR) aims to generate a High Resolution (HR) image I SR from a low resolution (LR) image I LR such that it is similar to original HR image I HR . SR has seen a lot of interest recently because it is: (i) inherently an ill-posed inverse problem; and (ii) an important low level vision problem having many applications.
In the wake of CNNs success on vision tasks, many researchers applied them to SR problems. One class of CNN based methods [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] take interpolated image as input and explicitly model residuals in image space. However, they have high memory and computational requirements since these networks take an interpolated HR version of an image as input. To tackle this issue, another class of methods [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] takes I LR as input and apply convolutional operations primarily in LR space, followed by upsampling layers to produce I SR . Although these networks do not suffer from high memory and computational cost, they have two design limitations. Firstly, these networks upsample the feature 1 Code available at https://bit.ly/2HipDsJ P 0 R 1 P 1 + P 2 (Ours) Fig. 1 : Base network outputs I SR (left) and their residuals (middle) i.e. I HR − I SR are learnt by IRL (right). These residuals are then added to main branch output for improved performance. Please refer to text for further details.
maps too swiftly and thus are unable to reliably learn the content gap between LR space and HR space. Secondly, these networks cannot explicitly learn residuals in image space because spatial dimensions of input and output do not match. We hypothesize that: (i) there is a large content-gap between the LR feature maps and desired HR output image and this gap cannot be reliably learnt in a single transition step using a convolutional layer; (ii) instead of directly modeling HR image, one should explicitly model residuals -or High Frequency Information (HFI), in general -in image space to better model fine level details.
Thus, to this end, we propose the IRL framework: a new learning setup for SR task that improves the performance of existing networks. IRL uses an existing pre-trained network (i.e. master branch) and sequentially adds other networks (i.e. residual branches). Each added residual branch works on upsampled feature maps, and is trained to learn the accumulated residuals of all the previous branches. At test time, the output of all branches are added to produce the final output. Our proposed architecture leads to consistent performance improvement of all the existing state of the art SR networks, adding only 20% extra training time and no extra memory overhead because of sequential training of the residuals.
RELATED WORK
We decompose our discussion in two separate topics and review them separately in the following sections.
CNNs for Super Resolution
SRCNN [1] first introduced CNNs for learning the SR task in end-to-end way and showed significant improvement over prior methods. VDSR [2] then tackled training difficulties encountered in SRCNN [1] by explicitly modeling residual learning in image space and proposed very deep 20 layers CNN. Similarly, DRCN [3] introduced parameters sharing in network using very deep recursive layers. Afterwards, DRRN [4] applied convolutional layers recursively to refine the image iteratively, and MemNet [5] employed memory block to take into account hierarchical information. However, since all these networks take as input an interpolated image, residual learning can be employed. But consequentially, these methods have high memory and computational cost.
To tackle this issue, recent approaches take input I LR and apply convolutional operations primarily in LR space, followed by upsampling layers to produce I SR . Since these methods apply majority of operations in the LR space, they do not suffer from high memory requirements and higher computational cost. For instance, SRResNet [6] adapts ResNet architecture [11] for SR and then employs ESPCNN [12] to upsample efficiently. Lim et al. [7] improves SRResNet [6] and propose EDSR baseline (EDSRb) and EDSR. SRDenseNet [8] employs DenseNet architecture [13] coupled with skipconnections to explicitly model low level features. LapSRN [9] employs Laplacian pyramid style CNNs to iteratively process feature maps and upsample them to refine the earlier prediction. Then, RDN [10] merged residual block of EDSR [7] and dense skip connections of SRDenseNet [8] to form Residual Dense Block resulting in even better performance.
Objective Functions
Earlier networks majorly employ L 2 loss because: (i) it directly optimizes PSNR, and (ii) it has nice optimization properties [14] . However, Zhao et al. [15] showed that L 1 loss outperforms L 2 in terms of PSNR. Qualitatively speaking, L 2 recovers HFI i.e. edges better than L 1 but it leaves splotchy artefacts on plain regions. On the other end, L 1 loss removes splotchy artefacts at the cost of sharper edges recovery. Thus, following [15] , majority of the networks employ L 1 loss instead of L 2 loss.
PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we delineate our proposed framework and training methodology. Firstly, a SR network is selected as master branch B 0 and is trained typically on L 0 = I HR . When the training converges, its weights are freezed and another network i.e. residual branch B 1 is added. This residual branch B 1 takes the upsampled feature maps F 1 0 of master branch B 0 and is trained on the residuals R 1 of master branch. This process is repeated until all scales of feature maps are processed -c.f. figure 2 . Generally speaking, we can formalize the methodology as follows:
Each branch B i is trained on its respective label L i which is formed as:
Where R i = I HR − Σ i−1 k=0 P k . In the above equations, master branch and residual branches correspond to cases where i = 0 and i > 0, respectively.
Finally, at test time, result I SR is formed as:
Where n is the number of branches and is dependent on SR scale. In our settings, we used a single branch for ×2, ×3 scales and and 2 branches for ×4 scale.
Following sections explain in details the effects of each design choice of our architecture.
Upsampled Feature Maps
In our setup, each branch operates on higher dimensional feature maps than previous branch. We argue that this design choice leads to performance enhancement. To confirm this, we trained two variants, as shown in figure 3 , and measured the performance difference between them. As shown in table 1, + u versions lead to enhanced performance consistently across all networks. Thus, for each branch, we used higher dimensional feature maps than previous branch. From now onwards, +/ + + versions take upsampled feature maps, unless specified otherwise. Now since spatial dimensions are doubled after every branch, each successive branch's parameters have to be halved also to keep the memory requirements constant. Therefore, we halved number of layers because it empirically showed the best results.
Residual Learning in Image Space
Although residual branches can be trained to learn I HR directly, we instead train them on image residuals because it leads to faster convergence and slightly superior performance [2] . However, as opposed to [2] which used interpolated image for residuals computation, we used output of master branch P 0 for B 1 , and sum of P 0 and P 1 for B 2 , since earlier branches are already trained in our scenario.
Extending Contemporary State of the Arts
To isolate the improvement IRL causes to existing state of the arts, we plug contemporary state of the art networks as our master branch and train only the residual branches from scratch. For uniform comparison, we keep training settings identical to the one used during the training of master branch. Table 1 shows the effects of adding IRL to the existing methods. IRL consistently improves the performance of all networks except the ones taking HR image as input. We argue this is because these networks already employ residual learning in image space and process upsampled feature maps.
Objective Functions
Existing methods have a trade-off between sharper edges and higher PSNR since it can be trained with only one loss func- tion at a time due to having a single branch. In comparison since our framework has multiple branches, we can use different objective functions at the same time for modeling different information by each branch. Specifically, different from the models trained in previous section, we trained the residual branches with L 2 loss instead of L 1 loss. Figure 4 shows the comparison: L 2 loss not only recovers shaper edges, but it also performs better in terms of PSNR as opposed to previous works [7, 15] . We argue this is because previous works model HR image directly. On the other hand, we explicitly model HFI.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We trained our network on DIV2K dataset [20] which contains 800 training images. We used first 790 images for training and the remaining 10 images for validation set. For testing, we used following benchmark datasets: Set5 [16] , Set14 [17] , B100 [18] , and Urban100 [19] .
For the training of residual branches, we used ADAM [21] Scale Method
Set5 [16] Set14 [17] B100 [18] Urban100 [19] ×2 optimizer with learning rate set to 10 −4 and β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.99. We set input LR image patch size according to the one used in the original master branch to ensure uniform comparison. For more details and qualitative results, please refer to our publicly available code. For quantitative comparison, we evaluated our approach in terms of PSNR and SSIM on Y channel against the following state of the art networks: LapSRN [9] , SRResNet [6] , EDSRb [7] , EDSR [7] , RDN [10] c.f. Table 2 . We skipped (i) SRDenseNet because of unavailability of pre-trained weights and public implementation of the method, and (ii) networks taking interpolated image as input because it already processes upsampled feature maps and learn residuals in image space.
CONCLUSIONS
Firstly, we argued that processing majorly in LR space is suboptimal because (i) transition to HR space in single convolu-tional layer is unreliable, and (ii) it is not possible to learn residuals in image space which leads to performance loss. Secondly, we empirically showed that for learning residuals, L 2 loss performs better than L 1 loss -unlike previous research -as it better models the HFI.
We addressed aforementioned issues by introducing residual branches which operate on upsampled feature maps, and learn residuals in image space through L 2 loss. Our proposed framework leads to consistent improvement and sets a new state of the art for SR at marginal training time cost.
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